Specifications

Made of a high-quality fire retardant polyester laminate, resin is approved by Lloyd’s Register of Shipping.

DNV-GL approved gelcoat, which provides protection against varying weather conditions.

Special protection against change of color and loss of gloss after long exposure to sunlight.

Constructed in accordance with SOLAS, CE-regulations.

Marked with IMO Safety Signs.

We are very adaptable when it comes to models and can easily develop new sizes on request.
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Do Not Compromise Safety

At several major shipping accidents, among others the M/S Estonia disaster, life jacket containers have been left unopened, and as a result of that people ended up in the water without a life jacket and died.

The completely new concept ALC - autorelease life jacket container, is an innovating lifesaving equipment that is suitable for all kind of vessels. The life jacket container has an emergency function where the sides opens and releases life jackets, if the ALC submerges unopened. The ALC enables life jackets to be released automatically and will float to the disbaired persons at the water surface.

The ALC also has a simpler opening of the cover than traditional life jacket containers and can of course be opened by hand during drills, inspections and incidents. During the sinking of the M/S Estonia, several persons ended up in the water without life jackets, but found one by sheer luck. We would like to reverse this luck to be the new standard that will provide all crew members and passengers a greater possibility of surviving a ship disaster.

The ALC is tested at the Swedish Navy Diving and Naval Medical Center in Karlskrona. The results showed that the concept works.

We can offer a complete solution with life jackets and containers in a package.

Marsafe AB aims to develop, manufacture and distribute hi-quality and state of the art lifesaving appliances. Our vision is to be the first choice when your company is looking for new LSA - solutions and to be a reliable partner when ordering a new vessel or an offshore installation.

Through our daily contact with the shipping industry, we are well-known of the requirements on equipment and materials onboard.
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